Yield to Pedestrians
Ride in the Direction of Traffic

Do Not Wear Earphones While Riding
Use a White Headlight and Red Tail Light at Night. Wear Reflective Clothing and Safety Light

Stop at All Red Lights and Stop Signs

Wear a Helmet Whenever You Ride and Buckle the Chin Strap!

Make Sure it Fits Correctly
Don’t Wear Backwards
Replace if Cracked
Don’t Wear Tilted
No Loose Straps

How to Signal When Riding Your Bike

Look Over Your Shoulder
Look for cars and signal before making a turn or changing lanes. Double check to make sure it is safe to move.

Use Hand Signals
Tell drivers where you are going.

Be Careful Changing Lanes
Only change lanes if you need to turn. Signal left or right before you change lanes.

If You Feel Uncomfortable Merging or Turning
Pull over to the side of the road and wait until the cars have passed.